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AJR - Drama
Tom: G
Intro: D  Bm  Gbm

D                Bm               Gbm
When did all my friends become so loud?
   A           D         Bm
We act like reality shows
                   Gbm         A
Probably because reality blows
D                Bm               Gbm
When did all my friends become so loud?
   A          D           Bm
We traded our boring lives
         Gbm      Gb
For MTV story lines
Why?

G                      A                           Bm
Recently he said, that she said, that we said some shit that
you wouldn't believe
G                      A                          Bm
Recently he said that she said that we said that he said some
shit about me

                      D
So we're caught up in drama
       Bm              Gbm
(Everybody's talking, Everybody's talking)
             A       D
We're caught up in problems
       Bm             Gbm                  A
(Everybody's talking, Everybody's talking)
D
Hold up, hold up
        Bm
Can we make it stop?
Gbm
Hold up, hold up
        A                D
But I'm so caught up in drama
    Bm
Everybody's talking
Gbm                    A
Everybody's talking now

D             Bm              Gbm   A
When did our problems get so small?
                 D                  Bm
We break up with lovers and friends
                 Gbm             A
Make love to the rumours instead
D             Bm              Gbm  A
Maybe we're addicted to it all
              D        Bm
The drama is dangerous
           Gbm            A
But its so exciting to us

G                      A                           Bm
Recently he said, that she said, that we said some shit that
you wouldn't believe
G                      A                          Bm
Recently he said that she said that we said that he said some

shit about me

                       D
So we're caught up in drama
       Bm              Gbm
(Everybody's talking, Everybody's talking)
             A       D
We're caught up in problems
       Bm             Gbm                  A
(Everybody's talking, Everybody's talking)
D
Hold up, hold up
        Bm
Can we make it stop?
Gbm
Hold up, hold up
        A                D
But I'm so caught up in drama
    Bm
Everybody's talking
Gbm                    A
Everybody's talking now

( D  Bm  Gbm )

When did my friends get so loud?
When did my friends get so loud?

( D  Bm  Gbm )

                        A
When did my friends get so loud?

( D  Bm  Gbm )

                            A
Oh when did my friends get loud?

G                      A                           Bm
Recently he said, that she said, that we said some shit that
you wouldn't believe
G                      A                          Bm
Recently he said that she said that we said that he said some
shit about me

                       D
So we're caught up in drama
       Bm              Gbm
(Everybody's talking, Everybody's talking)
             A       D
We're caught up in problems
       Bm             Gbm                  A
(Everybody's talking, Everybody's talking)
D
Hold up, hold up
        Bm
Can we make it stop?
Gbm
Hold up, hold up
        A                D
But I'm so caught up in drama
    Bm
Everybody's talking
Gbm                    A
Everybody's talking now
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